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CENTARA GRAND & BANGKOK CONVENTION 
CENTRE AT CENTRALWORLD

The upper upscale Centara Grand & Bangkok Convention Centre at 
CentralWorld captures the essence of modern Bangkok, combining 
luxurious living with exciting leisure and wellbeing facilities, 
impressive meetings and events space, and unrivalled shopping and 
entertainment opportunities. 

Located within Bangkok’s premier shopping district, this is the only 
fully integrated world-class hotel, convention centre and lifestyle 
leisure complex in the heart of the city. Direct access via a covered 
skywalk to the BTS Skytrain means that other districts are within easy 
reach, and the expressway is also nearby.

AN INCOMPARABLE
ADDRESS





All 505 rooms and suites are situated from Level 28 upwards and 
feature glass walls with panoramic views over the city. Room space 
is exceptionally large and there is the option of a king bed or two 
double beds with some room categories, making this ideal city 
accommodation for families. The rooms are designed for both leisure 
and business travellers, and have amenities that include individually 
controlled air-conditioning, separate bathrooms, internet access, 
flat-screen TV with satellite programmes, pay-per-view movies, radio 
and in-house music, minibar, safe box, multimedia connector, and tea 
and coffee maker.

LIVING IN          
COMFORT



- A Classic Retreat for the Modern Family -- A Classic Retreat for the Modern Family -





The Railway

Whether it is a nutritious breakfast, lunch, a quick deli snack, a lively cocktail or two, or a 
chic dinner against a backdrop of the city skyline, there is a restaurant that will exceed all 
expectations with its creative décor, quality ingredients, and artistry of its chefs.

The diversity of cuisines ensures that every taste will be satisfied. The hotel’s all-day-dining 
restaurant, Ventisi, features Thai and Italian favourites with international buffet while Dynasty, 
the authentic Chinese speciality serves dim sum with delectable Cantonese.

The hotel signature rooftop dining, Red Sky is a chic bistro venue with its own wine bar 
and martini bar, and with the separate Red Sky Bar in a dramatic al fresco setting features 
360-degree views through its glass wall. Exclusively at CRU Champagne Bar, a G.H. Mumm 
Bar at Red Sky, you will be filled with fine signature Pink Mumm N°1 PINK Champagne with 
perfect backdrop of the city skyline.

The UNO MAS set above the city skyline on 54th floor, serves dishes influenced by Spanish 
flavours. For a casual meal, Zing serves freshly baked breads and cakes while refreshments 
are available all day in the Lobby Lounge.

FINEST OF DINING









LifeStyles on 26 is the complete personal health and well-being venue with fitness centre, 
aerobics studio with TRX facilities and Yoga Fly plus OMNIA Functional Training, two floodlit 
tennis courts and an outdoor swimming pool. 

Integral to this is SPA Cenvaree, an award-winning sanctuary that offers a wide range of 
holistic experiences, beauty treatments and therapeutic massages, available individually or 
as multiple treatment spa journeys. Programmes and facilities are available for singles and 
couples.

Bangkok Convention Centre on Level 22 is for conferences, concerts, exhibitions and events 
of any kind, and can hold up to 7,000 guests in its pillar-free setting. Also on Level 22 are 
seven Lotus Suites that can be subdivided for maximum flexibility and the hosting of multiple 
events. World Ballroom on Level 23 can hold up to 1,000 guests, and there are three more 
Lotus Suites on this floor along with M23, a new concept in corporate meeting space, offering 
four natural daylight rooms along with a kitchen and outdoor cocktail reception terrace.

SOMETHING FOR
EVERYONE
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